
Overview
People imagined going to the Moon long before Neil Armstrong took those famoussteps. Works such as Jules Verne’s 1865 book De la terre à la lune (From the Earth
to the Moon) and Georges Méliès’s 1902 movie Le Voyage dans la Lune (A Trip to the
Moon) served to inspire later exploration of the Moon in the second half of the 20thcentury. In 1959, Luna 2 became the first spacecraft to visit the Moon and sincethen a number of robotic and human missions have successfully explored the Moon.Analyzing data from those missions has led to a detailed scientific understandingof the Moon, yet certain fundamental questions remain unresolved. This calls forfuture exploration of the Moon. To be active participants of future exploration of theMoon, students in this course will understand the culture, history, engineering, andscience of the Moon.

Learning Objectives
By the end of this course, students will be able to:

1. Describe how the Moon was perceived over time in mythology, art, literature,music, and motion pictures
2. Summarize historical and current motivations for exploring the Moon
3. Identify current and past challenges of exploring the Moon
4. Summarize important scientific findings about the Moon

Course Outline
Course Topics Learning Objectives by Topic

Moon in mythology Compare Moon mythology of di�erent cultures
Moon in timekeeping Demonstrate the use of the lunar calendar
Moon in art Summarize the Moon’s role in art over time
Moon in literature Describe the Moon from a deity to a place in literature
Moon in music Describe common lunar themes in music
Moon in motion pictures Recall reasons for traveling to the Moon
Moon exploration Compare approaches to exploration by various nations
Moon in politics & law Defend a current or proposed space policy or law
Moon science Summarize important scientific findings of the Moon
Future of the Moon Identify plans for future exploration of the Moon

Course Expectations
Students are expected to attend each class, participate in class discussions andcomplete all assignments. Active lectures will be used during the class, whichmeansthat short lectures will be followed by questions and opportunities for class and peerdiscussions. Students are expected to be respectful towards all students and theinstructor.
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Diversity and Inclusion
One of the main objectives of this course is to have broad participation of students from di�erent backgrounds. It tooknearly 400,000 people working together in the mid-20th century to put humans on the Moon and as such, it is importantfor all students to recognize that they have a place in the exploration of our Moon. Unfortunately, the history of the Moonalso involves discrimination and active exclusion of certain people (e.g., by gender and race). Going forward let us all takeresponsibility to be informed, vigilant, and active in welcoming all students into the university learning environment and to beparticipants of the future exploration of the Moon. Any discrimination based on a person’s race, ethnicity, disability, place ofbirth, biological sex, gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, or level of prior knowledge will not be tolerated.
Material
RequiredNone. All required readings will be provided to students on Blackboard.
Recommended

• Verne, J. From the Earth to the Moon. 1865.
• Kranz, G. Failure Is Not an Option: Mission Control from Mercury to Apollo 13 and Beyond. 2000.
• Leonov, A. & Scott, D. Two Sides of the Moon: Our Story of the Cold War Space Race. 2006.
• Scott, D.M. & Jurek, R. Marketing the Moon: The Selling of the Apollo Lunar Program. 2014.
• Shetterly, M.L.Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of the BlackWomenMathematiciansWho Helped
Win the Space Race. 2016.

• Holt, N. Rise of the Rocket Girls: The Women Who Propelled Us, from Missiles to the Moon to Mars. 2016.• List not final (in progress...)
Online Resources

• Timeline of lunar exploration(https://www.lpi.usra.edu/lunar/missions/)
• High-resolution images and other data of the Moon(https://quickmap.lroc.asu.edu)
• Large collection of Apollo program images(http://www.apolloarchive.com/apollo_gallery.html)
• Select audio recordings from Apollo 11(https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/apollo/apollo11_audio.html)
• Race to the Moonhttps://www.oercommons.org/courses/race-to-the-moon/view• List not final (in progress...)

Grading
Students’ final grade will be based on their quiz, assignment, and final project scores. Assessment scores will not be curved.As such it is possible and highly encouraged for all students to obtain the highest scores on all assessments. Students willbe given a rubric with each assessment so that it is clear what is expected by the instructor. Grades will follow the standardscale: A = 89.5-100%; B = 79.5-89.4%; C = 69.5-79.4%; D = 60-69.4%; F <60%.
Quizzes (30%)
Students will be given a short quiz at the beginning of each class period to assess completion of the task assigned during theprevious course period. Students will be given the opportunity to drop three quizzes with their lowest scores.
Assignments (40%)
Assignments will vary during the course by topics noted above. The 9 assignments are: comparing myths across time &cultures, creating a personal lunar calendar, creating a work of art, writing a short story, creating a piece of music or writinglyrics to a song/poem, creating a short film or writing a short screenplay, building a model rocket, writing a legal brief, andwriting a simple Python code. Since there are no prerequisites for this course, students will be guided on completing eachproject by the instructor.
Final project (30%)
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Students are encouraged to work on a final project based on their interests within the broad topics of lunar exploration (e.g.,engineering, science, art, and history). Students may work on the final project individually or as part of a group.

Mental Health
If you are struggling with anxiety, stress, depression or other mental health related concerns, please consider visiting theJHU Counseling Center. If you are concerned about a friend, please encourage that person to seek out their services. TheCounseling Center is located at 3003 North Charles Street in Suite S-200 and can be reached at 410-516-8278 and onlineat http://studenta�airs.jhu.edu/counselingcenter/

Students with Disabilities
Any student with a disability who may need accommodations in this class must obtain an accommodation letter from StudentDisability Services, 385 Garland, (410) 516-4720, studentdisabilityservices@jhu.edu.

Ethics
The strength of the university depends on academic and personal integrity. In this course, you must be honest and truthful.Ethical violations include cheating (quizzes, assignments, and final project), plagiarism, reuse of assignments, improper useof the Internet and electronic devices, unauthorized collaboration, alteration of graded assignments, forgery and falsification,lying, facilitating academic dishonesty, and unfair competition. If you notice any violations of this policy, please let theinstructor know. Students can find more information about university misconduct policies on the web at this website:http://e-catalog.jhu.edu/undergrad-students/student-life-policies/

Absence from Class Due to Illness
The Health and Wellness Center does not provide documentation for students who miss individual classes. In these cases,students should communicate directly with the instructor. If a student experiences an extended illness or hospitalizationthat causes the student to miss a significant number of classes or major academic assignments, the student can provide aphysician’s documentation of illness to the instructor. Students who have prolonged illnesses that interfere with their abilityto meet their academic obligations are encouraged to seek treatment at the Student Health and Wellness Center and to conferwith a Case Manager in the Student Life O�ce for assistance. Students should also notify the instructor when they are notable to complete work due to illness. Falsely reporting an illness or injury is a violation of the code of student conduct and issubject to disciplinary action.

Policies for Class Cancellation
If class is cancelled for any reason, students will be informed by email at least a day in advance whenever possible. Coursematerial that was to be covered will be covered in the next class period.

Class Schedule
Week 1 Introduction Homework: Read Chapter 3 (Stories and Legends) from Moon: Nature and Culture byEdgar Williams.
Week 2 Mythology I Homework: TBD

Mythology II Homework: Do Myths Across Time & Cultures assignment and read Middle AssyrianLunar Calendar and Chronology in Living the Lunar Calendar by Ben-Dov et al.
Week 3 Timekeeping I Homework: TBD

Timekeeping II Homework: Do lunar calendar assignment and visit the Baltimore Museum of Art, findworks of art related to the Moon (e.g., Girl and Owl on the Crescent Moon by FrederickStuart Church)
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Week 4 Art I Homework: TBD
Art II Homework: Complete Moon art assignment and read From the Earth to the Moon byJules Verne

Week 5 Literature I Homework: TBD
Literature II Homework: TBD

Week 6 Literature III Homework: Write a short story and listen to a compilation of music (e.g., Please Mr.
Kennedy)

Music I Homework: TBD
Week 7 Music II Homework: Write lyrics to a song/poem and watch a few from a compilation of motionpictures (e.g., Apollo 13)

Motion Pictures I Homework: TBD
Week 8 Motion Pictures II Homework: TBD

Motion Pictures III Homework: Produce a short film or write a short screenplay and read Beyond Earth byAsif A. Siddiqi
Week 9 Exploration I Homework: TBD

Exploration II Homework: TBD
Week 10 Exploration III Homework: TBD

Exploration IV Homework: Build a model rocket and read Two Sides of the Moon by Leonov & Scott
Week 11 Politics & Law I Homework: TBD

Politics & Law II Homework: Write a legal brief
Week 12 Science I Homework: TBD

Science II Homework: TBD
Week 13 Science III Homework: Complete Python coding assignment

Science IV Homework: Work on final project
Week 14 NO CLASS THANKSGIVING VACATION

NO CLASS THANKSGIVING VACATION
Week 15 Future Homework: Work on final project

Review Homework: Work on final project
Week 16 FINAL PROJECT Date TBD & Time TBD & Location TBD


